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An investment in knowledge 
pays the best interest. 

- Benjamin Franklin

 
Notes: 

1.  This newsletter is distributed free of charge.
2.  To subscribe or unsubscribe send an e-mail to the   
 editor
3.  Letters to the Editor and other contributions are   
 welcome. Send an e-mail to the Editor.
4.  The views expressed in this newsletter are those of   
	 the	contributors	only	and	do	not	necessarily	reflect	the		
	 official	policy	or	position	of	Freemasons	New	Zealand		
 or any other agency, organisation, employer or   
 company.
5.		 Unless	specifically	named,	articles	in	this	newsletter			
 do not refer to any person living or dead.

© W.Bro John MacDonald 2019

Some Must ReadsThe Statutes of Strasberg - 1459

These Statutes, which are undoubtedly 
based on the ancient , customs and laws 
of the craft, were discussed and agreed on 
at	two	assemblies	of	Masters	and	Fellows,	
held in the manner of a chapter," ("in 
Kappitelsweise,")	 the	 first	 at	 Regensburg	
on Easter-day 1459, and this second 

shortly	afterwards	at	Strasburg,	when	they	were	definitively	
adopted and promulgated. The spirit of the German Imperial 
Constitution is plainly to be seen in all its features. The 
expression "in Kappitelsweise," which is used by no other 
guild, is derived from the convent meeting of the Benedi- 
ctine monks, which were termed "Capitula" or Chapters. 
Thus also, in the Old English Constitutions, and in the Act 
of	 Parliament	 of	 Henry	 VI.	 ,	 we	 find	 the	 meeting	 of	 the	
Masons termed "Chapters, Congregations, Assemblies, and 
Chambers." All the precepts of these statutes, which were 
kept secret from the profane, and were read at least once a 
year in the Lodges, refer especially to the moral obligation of 
the brethren to one another, and breathe 
throughout a spirit of brotherly love, strict 
integrity, and morality.

Belief in a Supreme Being

One	 of	 the	 pre-requisites	 that	 must	 be	 satisfied	 by	 a	
prospective candidate in order to become initiated into the 
“mysteries and privileges” of freemasonry is to declare belief 
in a Supreme Being. The book of Constitutions makes this 
requirement quite clear:

“A Mason is oblig'd by his Tenure, to obey the moral Law; 
and if he rightly understands the Art, he will never be a 
stupid Atheist nor an irreligious Libertine. But though in 
ancient Times Masons were charg'd in every Country to be 
of	 the	Religion	of	 that	Country	or	Nation,	whatever	 it	was,	
yet 'tis now thought more expedient only to oblige them to 
that	Religion	in	which	all	Men	agree,	leaving	their	particular	
Opinions to themselves; that is, to be good Men and true, or 
Men of Honour and Honesty, by whatever Denominations or 
Persuasions they may be distinguish'd; whereby Masonry 
becomes the Center of Union, and the Means of conciliating 
true	Friendship	among	Persons	that	must	have	remain'd	at	
a perpetual Distance.”

When	I	first	read	this	article-long	before	I	was	initiated-what	
struck me most were the words: “…a stupid Atheist nor an 
irreligious libertine” because I found them quite dogmatic 
and rather offensive for those who believe in matter alone. 
As a child from the late XX century religion was never an 
important feature of my life, even though I studied at a 
Catholic school in Spain during the 1970s. I think it is fair to 
say that for many people of my generation, going to Church 
and being observant isn’t very common.

A Mystery Man of Freemasonry

On	the	28th	July	1865,	at	Kamo	in	New	Zealand,	was	born	a	
man destined to make Masonic history. What he achieved was 
never done before and will never be done again. Yet very few 
Freemasons	have	even	heard	of	him.

This remarkable individual was not only a hero, one of the 
most	highly	decorated	soldiers	 in	New	Zealand,	but	he	was	
also famous nationally for his sporting prowess, representing 
his province at both cricket and rugby, as well as being the 
New	 Zealand	 chess	 champion.	 Hugely	 community	 minded,	
he was the Mayor of Greymouth for 3 years, a prominent 
attorney, Magistrate of Greymouth for 11 years, Chairman of 
the Hunterville Town Board for 4 years, he even offered his 
services to the army at the age of 74 and was accepted! He 
died at the age of 99. 

Yet,	 as	 far	 as	 Freemasonry	 is	 concerned,	 he	 was	 the	
Worshipful Master of a lodge that no longer exists and for 
one year was the Grand Sword Bearer.  This is the sum total 
of the Masonic knowledge which two years of extensive and 
thorough research has been able to provide. Truly a  mystery 
man	of	Freemasonry.

Thank goodness we have been able to unearth his 
considerable Masonic achievements whilst in Palestine during 
The	Great	War	and	even	so,	the	written	records	of	the	NZEF	
(In Palestine & Egypt) Masonic Association do indeed provide 
more questions than answers.

He was Wor. Bro. Brigadier General William Meldrum CB  
DSO CMG KMG 1914-15 Star, Order of the White Eagle with 
Swords (4th Class) Serbia, VD,  British war medal, Victory 
Medal,	NZ	War	Service	medal,	NZ	Territorial	Service	Medal	
and others.
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Editorial

Editor
North	News

Setting A Balance in 2019

In	an	editorial	comment	dated	July	2016	the	five	key	components	of	Freemasonry	and	the	necessity	for	a	balance	in	
each were discussed. 

It	 is	 these	 five	 components	 that	 have	 allowed	 Freemasonry	 to	 survive	 huge,	 often	
turbulent,	changes	that	have	occurred	since	1717	when	the	first	Lodges	got	together	in	
London and the Grand Lodge of England was formed. Wars, famine, genocide, climate 
change, pollution, along with advances in science, medicine, and living standards are 
now very different and have helped shape the world we live in today.

In a well run Lodge each of these key components will be allocated an appropriate and 
balanced amount of time over the Lodge year as shown in the diagram on the left.

It is this balance which, particularly in the 21st Century, is so important to ensure that 
every	Brother,	from	the	most	long	serving	to	the	“just	completed	his	first	Degree”,	attends	
his Lodge meetings and comes away feeling that it has been a worthwhile expenditure of 
his	time	and	money	and	he	better	understands	why	he	attended	in	the	first	place..

 
 
Unfortunately far too many Lodges do not plan ahead and ensure that a balance is 
achieved over the course of the Lodge year. 

Far	too	much	emphasis	tends	to	be	placed	on	the	ceremonial,	in	other	words,	installations,	
“acting out the 3 Masonic Plays” either with real or notional candidates, or performing a 
Degree from another Constitution in lieu as an example. Often little or no Education or 
Spiritual work is performed at all.

With 2019 here lets all review our Lodge plans for the year and make sure that we achieve 
a	balance	in	our	activities.	Not	always	easy	but	with	assistance	from	your	Grand	Lecturer	
and/or District Education Advisor, certainly possible. Inviting them to your next Standing 
Committee meeting could be a great move!

Need	some	ideas	to	put	up	for	discussion	in	your	Lodge?	Go	to	the	Freemasons	Toolbox	Here

Fraternally,

http://freemasonsnz.org/tools/
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- UpdatedNo 1 District Northland - Calendar 2019

28/01/2019

New Zealand

Lodges No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Hokianga 69 1.00pm 1st  Mon 11 30# 1 6 3 1 5 2 7 4 14
Mangonui 78 1.30pm 4th Sat 23 27# 22 28 23
Kaikohe /Ohaeawai 101 7.30pm 4th Wed 27 27 24 22 26 24# 28 25 23 27
Whangarei 102 7.30pm 2nd Mon 11 11 8 13# 10 8 12 9 14 11 9
Hikurangi 140 7.30pm 1st Fri 1 1 5# 3 7 5 2 6 4 1 6
Wellsford/Marsden 169 7.00pm 3rd Thu 21 21 16 20# 18 15 19 17 21
Parahaki 269 7.30pm 1st Thu 7 7 4 2 6 4 1# 5 3 7 5
Kororareka 304 6.30pm 2nd Wed 13 13 10 8 12 10 14 11 19# 13 11
Kerikeri 402 7.30pm 2nd Tue 12 9 14 11 9 13 10 8# 12 10
Hatea 431 7.30pm 4th Mon 25 25 22 27 24 22 26# 23 28 25
Okara Daylight 461 10.30am 2nd Fri 8 12 10 14 12 9 21# 11 8 13

Royal Arch Chapters No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Whangarei RAC 27 7.30pm 1st Tues 5 2 7 4 2 6 3 1 5# 3
Hokianga RAC 71 7.30pm 1st Wed 6 3+ 1 5 3# 7 4 2 6
Kaipara/Maharangi RAC 80 10.30am 4th Thu 28 25+ 23 27# 22 26 24 28 12

Cryptic Councils No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
B.O.I. Cryptic No 65 7.30pm 5th Mon 28 29 29# 30
Maharangi Cryptic 80 1.00pm 4th Thu 21 23 25# 24

Ancient and Accepted Rite for New Zealand No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Whangarei Rose Croix 45 11.00am 3rd Sat 16 11 10# 9

United Great Priory in New Zealand No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Kaitaia KT’s 17 7.30pm 4th Tue 29 26 25 28 # 22

Secret Monitor Conclave No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Northland Conclave 7 4.00pm 3rd Sat 16 18 20 16

Northland District Meetings 9.30am 1st Sat 2 4 3 2

English Constitution

Lodges No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Star of the North 1647 EC 6.00pm 3rd Wed 20 20 17# 15 19 17 21 18 16 20
Rodney 1711 EC 7.00pm 1st Wed 6 6 3 1# 5 3 7 4 2 6 4
Zealandia 2072 EC 8.00pm 1st Mon 4 4 1 6 3 1 5 2 7 9# 2
Franklin 2138 EC 11.00am 4th Wed 20 20 24# 22 26 24 28 25 23 27

Mark Masonry No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Concord Mark 580 EC 6.30pm 1st Wed 6 5# 4 6

Royal Arch Chapters No Tyle Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
St George RAC 1801 EC 6.30pm 1st  Wed 6 3 10# 2
Zealandia RAC 2072 EC 7.30pm 3rd Thu 21 16# 15 21

Key Usual Meeting Days Per Month
Installation # Wk Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
Public Holiday 1 X X X X X

2 X X X X
3 X X X
4 X X X X X
5 X

Always Check The Northern Division and Other Websites  for Meeting Updates
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What's Happened in Northland Recently

Lodge Parahaki No 269

On Thursday 6 December 2018 Lodge Parahaki conducted the last 
initiation	in	Northland	for	the	year	when	Mr	Ben	Smith	was	welcomed	
into the Craft.

The photo shows Bro Ben with the Master of the Lodge W.Bro Shane 
Stratton after the ceremony.

Bay of Islands Cryptic Council No 65

On	 Monday	 29th	 January	 2019	 Comp	 Jamie	 Sawyers	 took	 the	 first	 two	
degrees of in Cryptic Masonry in the Masonic Centre in Whangarei. These 
were The Select Master Degree – where the candidate has an active role in 
constructing	the	Vault,	and	the	Royal	Master	Degree	–	in	which	the	candidate	
as the enthusiastic Craftsman and Master Overseer enjoys an enlightening 
dissertation with the Principal Architect

At the next meeting of the Council in April it is expected that the remaining two 
Degrees of Super Excellent Master and Most Excellent Master.

The Council welcomes Comp. Jamie and wishes him well in his journey 
through Crypic Masonry

No Time for a Holiday!

Mrs Christine Stichbury, wife of W.Bro Lindsay Stichbury, P Dist GDC of the Wellsford 
Marsden	Lodge	No	169	has	continued	the	wonderful	tradition	set	by	a	number	of	the	
Lodge Ladies and has produced yet another array of handiwork for Plunket.

The photo on the left shows the hours of dedication that Christine, and our other Ladies, 
contribute	 for	 the	 benefit	 of	 our	 young	 ones	 in	 need,	 and	 give	 real	meaning	 to	 the	
slogan	‘Speaking	Up	For	Freemasonry”.

Thank you all for your time and effort and you can be sure that the Lodge will continue 
to support your efforts as long as you wish to contine.
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What's Coming Up In the North

Create A Printable Calendar of Craft Lodges On The Web

Your Northern Division Website Team Are Here To Help

028 258 85111

Contact Us If You Need A Hand Or Want To Contribute

A New Arrangement in New Zealand for Discovering More About All Aspects of Freemasonry.

The 167 Heritage Society Incorporated, and United Masters Lodge no 167, begin a new 
arrangement,	at	a	167	Heritage	Society	meeting	on	the	28th	of	February,	at	the	Masonic	Centre	
181	Khyber	Pass	Road	Auckland,	at	8pm.			

Masons, their families and friends are welcome.

The Grand Master, MW Bro Mark Winger, has accepted an invitation to attend and inaugurate 
this unique arrangement between the 167 Heritage Society Inc, and United Masters lodge.

The Society is where you can see presentations of papers, ask questions and discover more on 
almost	any	subject	or	topic	of	Freemasonry,	not	just	the	Craft.	

The	Society	meets	every	month,	March	to	November	on	the	4th	Thursdays	at	8pm,	smart	casual	
dress.Anyone canbecome a member, after proposition by a member.
 
The Lodge meets four times per year, on the 4th Thursday in April, June, August and October, 
at times earlier than the Society. Lounge suit is worn, and plain white aprons are supplied by the 
Lodge. The Lodge opens, conducts a business session, then closes.

Come	along	to	the	first	meeting	of	this	new	arrangement	and	subsequent	4th	Thursdays.

Alan Bevins, 
Secretary of the 167 Heritage Society Inc.   

 Order of the Secret Monitor - Northland Conclave
	Saturday	16th	February.
 Masonic Centre Whangarei
 Tyle 4.00pm

 No 1 District Northland - Meeting

	Saturday	9th	February.
 Masonic Centre Whangarei
 Commences with a Cuppa at 9.30am

mailto:john%40themasons.org.nz?subject=
http://www.themasons.org.nz/ndiv/createaworking.php
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Great Reads Including: 

* See If You Can Complete the Quizzes
* View Some Short Video Clips

* More Links to Masonic Knowledge
*	Read	a	Perspective	of	Masonic	Ethics

* Lots More!

Click Here To Donate Online

Some “Did You Know That’s” for February

The Craft Masonry Education Website for all Freemasons in New Zealand

VW. Bro  
George Allan

St John(s) and Freemasonry

1. There were at least 20 "St Johns" in the Christian church by 1000A.D. and probably at least another 40 in the 1000 
years since.

2. St John of Jerusalem was not a person. The order was named after St John, and was based at Jerusalem to help 
pilgrims to the Holy Land from 1070. 

3.	After	100	years	the	first	Crusaders	arrived	and	the	Hospitaller	order	of	the	Knight	Templar	took	it	over	especially	to	
aid the sick and the wounded.

4. The St John Ambulance —"The Venerable Order of St John" setup in 1880 in imitation of the hospitaller principles 
of the Knight Templar Order of St John. After several hundred years in Jerusalem, the original order of St John had to 
retreat	to	Cyprus	then	Rhodes	then	Malta—hence	the	Maltese	Cross	emblem	of	the	St	John	Ambulance.

5.	The	first	of	our	Masonic	Saint	Johns	is	John	the	Baptist.	He	was	the	one	who	came	to	prepare	the	way	for	Christ;	he	
lived in the desert on locusts and honey, did not cut his hair or his beard, and met a nasty death — not much in common 
with freemasonry you would think. St John the Baptist’s Day is 24th June — that is mid-summer day in the northern 
hemisphere.

6. Another “Masonic” St John was the Evangelist who was one of the apostles and also known as St John the Divine whose 
day	is	27th	December	—	mid	winter	day	in	the	northern	hemisphere.	He	is	a	late	addition	to	English-based	Freemasonry,	
only	entering	that	Constitution's	traditions	after	1717.	But	he	was	always	a	feature	of	Scottish	Freemasonry.	The	Scots	
knew their bible and it was St John's Epistles and their constant admonition to Brotherly Love that recommended him 
to the early Scottish Craft.

7. The late arrival of St John the Evangelist on the English scene does make a bit of a nonsense of the supposed ancient 
tradition	of	the	two	grand	parallels	of	the	English	and	New	Zealand	ritual.	The	Scots	rituals	have	no	mention	of	the	two	
grand parallels nor of the “point within a circle” on which they touch. The “point within a circle” has, ever since cave-man 
days,	been	a	symbol	for	sexual	intercourse?	(Bet	you	didn’t	know	that!)

8. In a 1950 listing of 1500 Scottish lodges there are 73 named St John, 50 named St John Kilwinning, operative or 
something else, but only 88 St Andrew.

Reference: Saint John and Freemasonry
Bro R H Montgomery, R.W.D.G.M, NZ South S.C.
The Research Lodge of Otago No 161. September 2005

https://www.stjohn.org.nz/Support-us/donate/june-appeal-2018/
http://www.themasons.org.nz/cdiv/education.php
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Washington Post Neologism Contest

Once again the Washington Post has published the winning submissions to it’s yearly neologism contest, in which the 
readers are asked to supply alternate meanings for common words....and the winners are:
 
1. Coffee (n.) – the person upon whom one coughs.
 
2.	Flabbergasted	(adj.)	–	appalled	over	how	much	weight	you	have	gained.
 
3.	Abdicate	(v.)	–	to	give	up	all	hope	of	ever	having	a	flat	stomach.
 
4. Esplanade (v.) – to attempt an explanation while drunk.
 
5. Willy-nilly (adj.) – impotent
 
6.	Negligent	(adj.)	–	describes	a	condition	in	which	you	absentmindedly	answer	the	door	in	your	nightgown.
 
7. Lymph (v.) – to walk with a lisp
 
8.	Gargoyle	(n.)	–	gross	olive-flavoured	mouthwash
 
9.	Flatulence	(n.)	–	emergency	vehicle	that	picks	you	up	after	you’ve	been	run	over	by	a	steamroller
 
10. Balderdash (n.) – a rapidly receding hairline
 
11.	Rectitude	(n.)	–	the	formal,	dignified	bearing	adopted	by	proctologists.
 
12.	Pokemon	(n.)	–	a	Rastafarian	proctologist.

Some Memorable New Zealand Advertisments

An Early Morning Masonic Request to the G.A.O.T.U.

Good morning! So far today I have done alright. I haven’t gossiped, lost my temper, been greedy or grumpy, been nasty, 
selfish	or	overindulgent.	I	am	very	thankful	for	that.	

But in a few minutes, I am going to get out of bed, and from then on, I’m probably going to need a lot more help. SMIB
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Business Ads for Masonic Businesses

Cocurullo Masonic Supplies

Blue Lodge NZ$
Entered Apprentice Apron 30.00
Fellowcraft	Apron 40.00
Master Mason Apron 60.00
Masters Apron 80.00
White Gloves (pair) 10.00
Blue Collar 30.00
Master and Warden Cuffs (pair) 50.00

Royal Arch
Apron and Sash 75.00
Collar 30.00

Other Orders
Secret Monitor Sash 60.00

Other Items
Sprig of Acacia Pin 3.00
Sprig of Acacia Pins (2) 5.00
Red	Poppy	with	Square	&	Compasses 3.00
Red	Poppy	with	Square	&	Compasses	(2) 5.00

Phone (09) 438 8834 or E-mail Vince: fm@cocurullo.co.nz

Need A Ride To A Masonic Function?

Take a Stan’s Van. Seats 11 People

Phone: (09) 434 0285

Mobile: 027 641 9906

E-mail: stansvan@xtra.co.nz
Barbara & Stan

CLICK HERE TO DONATE TODAY

mailto:fm%40cocurullo.co.nz?subject=
mailto:stansvan%40xtra.co.nz?subject=Van%20Please
https://www.nest.org.nz/donate/
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The Craft Lodge Education Pages

ANCIENT SYMBOLIC PENALTIES 
by 
K.W. Aldridge 

We want To thank Most Worshipful Brother Aldridge. PGM/Grand Secretary of 
the Grand Lodge of Quebec for this provocative Short Talk Bulletin. The ancient 
penalties in our obligations have been the source of much of the criticism levelled 
at	Freemasonry.	Most	Worshipful	Brother	Aldridge	deals	with	this	criticism	in	a	
stimulating way. 

The United Grand Lodge of England being in many respects the well-spring of modern day Masonry is a valuable source 
of	inspiration,	education	and	philosophy	concerning	what	has	come	to	be	regarded	as	REGULAR	FREEMASONRY.	The	
recent decision by the United Grand Lodge of England, followed by a number of American Grand Lodges, to eliminate 
the	Ancient	Penalties	from	the	obligation	of	each	degree	has	caused	much	discussion	within	the	Masonic	Fraternity.	
The purpose of this article is to discuss an alternative approach to the actual elimination of these Ancient Penalties. 

Before	proceeding	further	in	this	dissertation	concerning	the	ANCIENT	PENALTIES	it	needs	to	be	pointed	out	that	these	
penalties were not the brainchild of some distant Masonic ritualist. These or very similar variations of them were in use 
in England among the oaths taken by mariners during the 15 th century and were also used in oaths assumed 
by those being admitted to the bar in London, England during the 16 th century. 

If	Freemasonry	has	erred	in	the	choice	of	these	penalties	it	was	in	the	reference	to	them	as	"ANCIENT	PENALTIES"	
rather	than	what	they	really	were—	"ANCIENT	SYMBOLIC	PENALTIES".	As	Shakespeare's	Hamlet	said,	"...ah	there's	
the rub". These penalties were never included for the purpose of having an en-forceable violent penalty. They were 
included simply as a symbolic representation of how seriously a postulant should view his oath. 

Some would say if these are simply symbolic then remove them since they no longer mean anything. That is somewhat 
misleading because so much of what we have around us and which we hold so dear in this troublesollle world is 
recorded in symbols ot all kinds. Symbolism is part of life and cannot be cast aside. Mathematicians, geologists, in 
fact anyone whose discipline relies on the use of numbers or numeric expressions, relies on symbols as an everyday 
experience. The simple act, though not always simple, of driving a car depends on the use of symbols to arrive safely 
at the intended destination. 

The numbers on the speedometer are symbols, various designs on highway signs are symbols, the little knobs on the 
dashboard all have different symbols. They are there to ensure understanding regardless of the language of the operator. 
So it may be concluded that symbols are an effective means of communication to ensure accurate understanding 
regardless of language, education or intellect. In fact your ability to read this paper is based on your understanding of 
the symbols or letters used to express my thoughts. 

"Oh yes", some may say ". . .but these are all symbols lacking any violent origin". That may not be entirely accurate 
either. Many symbols in use today depict a violent beginning and their design is intended to remind us of that hazard. 
So it may be concluded violent symbols are effective communication links to save us from harm. The simplest being the 
skull and crossbones as a symbol of life threatening danger and of course the modern nuclear era has spawned untold 
violent symbols especially designed to protect us from violent hazards. 

Even	the	flags	of	many	nations	which	certainly	are	revered	and	honored	by	their	nationals,	and	displayed	in	their	places	
of worship, use red as a symbol of the spilled blood which caused their nations to be born. The red poppy worn so 
reverently in memory of our soldiers who died in battles to defend our country is a symbol of the blood spilled in battle on 
Flanders	Fields	during	World	War	One.	The	buttons	on	the	sleeve	of	a	man's	jacket	and	the	little	slit	under	the	buttons	
are symbols of the time a man's jacket unbuttoned all the way to the shoulder so that he might have easy use of his 
sword. The vent at the back of a man' s jacket is a symbol of the time soldiers rode horseback. The vent allowed their 
jackets to fall on either side of the riders' legs and so keep his powder dry to more effectively kill his adversary. Quite a 
nice little symbol to carry around with us when dressed in our Sunday best. 

Now	to	get	back	to	our	ANCIENT	SYMBOLIC	PENALTIES.	Why	on	earth	should	we	even	consider	relocating	or	removing	
them	in	the	first	place?	"Oh	because	they	are	offensive	to	some	religious	leaders".	That	begs	the	question	as	to	which	
religious	leaders?	Some	of	the	greatest	clergymen	I	have	ever	met,	both	the	pragmatic	and	the	scholarly,	have	been	
members	of	the	Masonic	Order.	Not	a	single	one	of	those	extremely	worldly	wise	reverend	brothers	ever	dreamed	of	any	
part	of	the	ceremony	being	of-	fensive	in	any	manner	whatever,	INCLUDING	the	penalties.	Obviously	no	clergy	
outside of the craft should cause us any concern because they really don't understand the context of the ceremony 
or	the	part	the	penalties	play	in	it.	Now	what	does	that	leave	us	to	contemplate?	I	believe	it	points	out	in	the	clearest	
possible terms that the Masonic Order is a true microcosm of the real world in which we live. We have our own fair share 
of iconoclasts whose aim is to tear down rather than to build constructively. 
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However, their arguments are not too compelling if analyzed. They suggest that violence is an offense to God. Yet both 
Moses	and	Jesus	had	recourse	to	violence	 in	defending	what	 they	believed	was	an	affront	 to	God.	Notwithstanding	
that	argument	or	counter-	argument	there	is	no	violence	in	Masonry	provided	the	penalties	are	described	as	ANCIENT	
SYMBOLIC	PENALTIES.	Anything	less	than	that	description	is	an	offense	to	God	and	Masonry.	It	is	not	good	enough	to	
describe	them	as	ANCIENT	PENALTIES	since	that	implies	that	they	are	exigible	and	therein	we	could	be	faulted	from	
within and without this noble craft. 

At	a	time	when	the	Scandinavian	Churches	are	seeing	in	Masonry	no	conflict	with	their	profession	of	faith,	where	leading	
clerics	of	the	Church	of	Rome	are	finding	no	incompatibility	between	Regular	Freemasonry	and	their	belief	of	Christianity	
and those who malign us the most are being found to be guilty of criminal and moral law breaking, we must be sure we 
stand by what we teach. We must continue to conduct the affairs of Masonry in a manner well beyond reproach. 

We	must	not	allow	indiscriminate	changes	to	be	made.	Once	the	start	is	made	where	do	we	stop?	Would	we	consider	
dropping the investigations of potential candidates, would we discontinue the trial procedures, would we allow avowed 
atheists	to	become	part	of	our	fraternity,	would	we	allow	and	tolerate	plots	or	conspiracies	of	any	kind?	Certainly	
we would not do any of those things. 

We are assembled to unify, in a God fearing brotherhood, wherein we can unite in spirit to treat all of God's children as 
family.	We	cannot	do	that	effectively	by	allowing	schisms	to	develop.	We	must	be	unified	for	the	benefit,	not	solely	for	our	
Order, but to better serve mankind in whatever manner God leads us as individuals who have learned to recognize our 
duty to him and our Brother. There will always be room for change in administrative practices but we should not change 
that which has worked so well heretofore and for which there is no substantive reason to consider change! 
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Royal Arch Masonry Education Pages

The Royal Arch Degree as Myth
RE	Comp	Phil	Ivamy	PGLec
Published	by	the	Supreme	Grand	Royal	Arch	Chapter	of	New	Zealand.	3	November	2014

In	this	paper	I	hope	to	delve	into	the	Royal	Arch	degree,	to	see	if	the	degree	fulfills	the	elements	of	
myth,	and	if	it	does	where	does	that	leave	us?

To	begin	-	The	Royal	Arch	Degree	can	be	briefly	summarised	as	follows	-	In	the	Holy	Royal	Arch	degree	the	candidate,	a	
sojourner from Babylon, takes part in clearing the debris from the destruction of King Solomon’s Temple to start building 
the second temple, in so doing an Arch is discovered leading to the discovery of the Word that was lost by the untimely 
death of our master Hiram Abiff in the Master Masons degree.

So	far,	so	good,	now	what	about	myths?

Myths are important legends that are more than stories as they contribute more than just entertainment value – they 
add to the commonality and make the community richer for the information they impart. According to one Masonic writer 
myth is “an ancient and effective way of conveying truths about life to the receptive and properly prepared mind” (Lomas 
P58). Myths contain important communal information and the allegories contain hidden knowledge for those that wish 
to scratch deeper beneath the very entertaining surface.

As man has developed and evolved he has placed great importance on ritual and ceremonies. But when man entered the 
scientific	age	he	has	largely	done	away	with	ritual,	and	I	believe	that,	whether	he	knows	it	or	not,	he	has	lost	something	
important as a result. Whereas traditionally there would be a coming of age initiation ritual amongst men, there is very 
little	these	days	to	mark	the	growth	and	development	of	a	man.	This	is	an	area	where	masonry	fills	a	noticeable	void.	
Each	important	step	we	take	in	our	Masonic	career,	from	the	1st	degree	to	the	Royal	Arch	degree	and	beyond,	is	marked	
with an impressive and memorable ceremony or ritual. While being a pleasant memory I wonder if it also serves a sub 
conscious need we have as a species.

Joseph Campbell, a world renowned researcher and author on the power of the myth states that myths serve
four purposes:

1.	Firstly	the	‘Mystical’	function,	which	serves	to	awaken	and	maintain	in	the	individual	a	sense	of	awe	and	gratitude	in	
relation to the mystery dimension of the universe, so that he recognizes and participates in it
2. The second function of a living mythology is to offer an image of the universe that will be in accord with the knowledge 
of	the	time,	the	science	and	the	fields	of	action	of	the	folk	to	whom	the	mythology	is	addressed
3.	The	third	function	is	to	validate,	support	and	imprint	the	norms	of	a	given,	specific	moral	order,	that,	namely,	of	the	
society in which the individual is to live.
4. The fourth is to guide him, stage by stage, in health, strength, and harmony of spirit, through the whole foreseeable 
course of a useful life.

Taking each of these functions in order we see that -

1.	Firstly	–	the	mystical	function	is	amply	illustrated	by	the	recovery	of	the	three	fold	word	of	the	degree	–	both	this	and	
Jehovah referring to the divinity.
2.	The	second	function	sets	the	working	of	the	Royal	Arch	degree	firmly	in	the	Old	Testament	framework	–	and	is	of	
its	time	–	firstly	in	its	setting	in	500BC,	but	also	as	an	18th	Century	reenactment	of	Old	testament	stories	in	order	to	
reinforce morals of the day.
3. Third – social norms. The norms that we aspire to live by are demonstrated by the dedication of the sojourners in 
sticking to the task at hand, in accepting the lowest work in the Lords service, and other such virtues are rewarded by 
the recovery of that which was lost.
4. The fourth function, that of providing a guide for the participant and the observer to live by are greatly illustrated both 
in	the	earlier	degrees	–	for	example,	the	keystone	making	the	Arch	whole	in	the	Mark	Master	degree;	and	the	Royal	Arch	
degree,	for	instance	reestablishing	the	book	of	the	law,	and	the	lost	word	in	the	Royal	Arch	degree	give	all	thinking	and	
feeling men a guide to life this life by and beyond.

This mythical interpretation is further illustrated if we look at the journey of the sojourners; they are returning from the 
land	of	Babylon	to	Jerusalem.	Babylon	was	a	place	of	excess	and	of	plenty,	very	much	a	place	of	the	flesh	and	the	
material world. Jerusalem, however, is their spiritual home. Thus we see their journey as a spiritual quest. Indeed the 
sufferings	of	those	traveling	from	Babylon	to	Jerusalem	on	their	spiritual	quest	are	further	illustrated	in	the	“Red	Cross	
of Babylon/Babylonish Pass” side degree. The mythical purpose of norms to live by and a guide for his development are 
amply portrayed here.
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This degree is also, perhaps, a degree of rebirth or a new cycle in that we are entering into the place of demise of the 
old temple in our quest to build a new spiritual temple. 

This	Royal	Arch	degree	 is	 a	degree	of	 completion	–	 it	 is	 both	a	 completion	of	 the	 travel	 through	 the	 veils	 into	 the	
Sanhedrin,	the	completion	of	the	Holy	Royal	Arch	but	also,	larger	than	that	it	is	the	completion	of	the	three	degrees	of	
Antient	Freemasonry	with	the	discovery	of	the	genuine	secrets	that	supplant	those	substituted	secrets	of	the	third	degree.	
Further	to	this	it	 is	the	completion	of	the	journey	that	began	in	the	first	degree	with	the	birth	of	the	man,	the	second	
degree is the growth of that man, the third degree is the death of that man in the hope of a spiritual resurrection; in the 
Royal	Arch	degree	with	the	recovery	of	the	genuine	secrets	of	a	Freemason	that	man	is	assured	of	that	resurrection	with	
the discovery that the three fold name of God indicating the trinity.

The proliferation of threes within the degree is perhaps an ingenious way of tying the setting of this Old Testament 
working	with	the	Trinity	of	the	New	Testament.	Giving	a	little	extra	for	those	of	the	Christian	faith	to	contemplate	on,	not	
at the expense of other belief systems, however. 

Myths	have	become	sidelined	as	we	become	increasingly	secular	and	scientifically	driven,	a	move	which	has	seen	our	
society becoming increasingly alienated and fragmented. This highlights a gap in our societies make up, an indication 
that something is missing and that we need something more. A spiritual something. 

And	that	 is	where	the	Royal	Arch	working	comes	in.	The	Royal	Arch	working	 is	 indeed	a	mystic	and	spiritual	quest,	
based on all that is best in myth, leading to the way back from whence we have come – i.e. union with our maker.
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Knights Templar Education Pages

What Really Happened to the Templar Fleet on Friday the 13th October, 1307?
W Bro Phil Ivamy
New	Zealand	Grand	Lecturer.

The above question, put to me by the W Bro secretary of the Golden Bay lodge, stands 
of its own accord but also begs the further question – did the Knights Templar escape 
France	and	help	found	medieval	freemasonry	in	Scotland?

First of all what happened on Friday 13th October, 1307?

We	 all	 know	 that	 Friday	 the	 13th	 is	 synonymous	 with	 bad	 luck,	 the	 reason	 for	 this	
association	dates	back	699	years	to	Friday	the	13th	of	October	1307.	That	being	the	
fateful	day	when	King	Philip	IV	of	France	arranged	for	the	mass	arrest	of	the	Knights	
Templar; bad luck indeed for Jacques De Molay and the thousands of other Knights Templar who were arrested, tortured 
and burnt at the stake of the Inquisition for being lapsed heretics. However just as thousands were arrested, thousands 
of others escaped arrest and along with 18 of their galleons, and treasure, disappeared from the clutches of King Philip 
and, for all intents and purposes, from the pages of history.

The Myth

The modern myth has it that some members had prior warning of the impending arrest of the Knights Templar, and that 
certain	members	were	sent	to	La	Rochelle,	where	the	Knight	Templar	fleet	lay	at	anchor.	Briefly	why	did	King	Philip	IV	
(the	fair)	want	to	arrest	the	Knights	Templar?	Firstly,	the	Knights	Templar	had	a	tremendous	amount	of	wealth,	which	
King Philip had witnessed when being harboured by the Knights Templar years before when he was escaping his people 
due to unfair taxation of the masses; secondly, the Knights Templar were a political threat, answerable only to the pope, 
holding	vast	amounts	of	land;	and,	finally,	with	the	fall	of	the	Holy	land	to	the	Saracens	in	1291,	they	had	out	grown	their	
usefulness as crusader knights.

Having	 been	 forewarned	 the	Knights	Templar	 fled	 from	 port	 before	 the	 arrests	 and	 split	 into	 two	 groups,	 one	 that	
headed for Portugal, where they were to become the Order of Christ, and the other to Argyll in Scotland. Those that 
fled	to	Portugal	changed	their	name	and	affiliation	to	the	King	of	Portugal.	Those	that	fled	to	Scotland	did	so	because	
King	Robert	the	Bruce	had	previously	been	excommunicated	by	the	Pope,	in	1306	for	the	murder	of	one	Red	Comyn,	
and was therefore not answerable to him. Argyll in Scotland, being chosen due to it being sparsely populated, enabling 
the	fugitives	to	easily	hide.	These	fugitives	coming	to	the	aid	of	Robert	the	Bruce	against	the	English	at	the	Battle	of	
Bannockburn,	swinging	the	balance	in	favour	of	Robert	at	a	crucial	time	in	the	battle,	their	timely	intervention	gaining	for	
Scotland its independence.

Following	the	routing	of	the	English,	and	establishing	Scotland	as	an	independent	country,	Robert	is	said	to	have	wished	
to reenter European Christendom, but could not do so while being seen to harbour the fugitive Knights Templar. To get 
around this problem he is said to have used the subterfuge of renaming the Knights Templar as either, the Order of 
Freemasonry,	the	Royal	Order	of	Scotland,	or	the	Knights	of	Heredom.	In	this	way	he	could	justly	claim	that	he	did	not	
harbour	the	fugitive	Knights	Templar!	Along	the	way	becoming	the	founding	father	of	modern	Freemasonry.	Further	along	
the	way	the	St	Clairs	are	involved	by	building	the	Chapel	at	Rosslyn,	in	1446,	in	order	to	house	the	Templar	treasures.

The Facts Behind the Myth

When	did	the	myth	of	the	Templars	enter	into	modern	Freemasonry?	It	appears	that	the	first	mention	is	not	a	mention	at	
all, but occurs in Anderson’s constitutions of 1723. Wherein he states:

“Nay, if it were expedient, it could be made appear, that from this ancient fraternity, the Societies or Orders of Warlike 
Knights…did borrow many solemn Usages…than the Accepted Masons” (Cooper P153). As the majority of Andersons 
work	is	clearly	fable	or	myth,	why	would	this	exert	be	any	different?

Chevalier	Andrew	Ramsey’s	Oration,	supposedly	given	in	France	in	1737,	is	the	next	candidate	for	the	popularization	
of this modern myth. In an effort to make the idea of freemasonry more acceptable and desirable to the upper classes 
Chevalier	Ramsey	detailed	a	glorious	past	for	Freemasonry,	but	again	doesn’t	mention	the	Knights	Templar	by	name,	
rather he states: “Our ancestors, the Crusaders gathered together from all parts of Christendom in the Holy Land, 
desired thus to reunite into one sole Fraternity” (Cooper, P154).

It	 is	about	this	time	that	the	Grand	Lodge	of	Scotland	was	formed	with	the	Deed	of	Resignation	by	William	St	Clair,	
signed	on	the	24th	November,	1736,	resigning	as	the	hereditary	Grand	Master	of	the	Masons,	for	which	in	turn	he	was	
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made	the	first	Grand	Master	of	the	Grand	Lodge	of	Scotland.	The	validity	of	the	position	from	which	he	resigned	must	
be questioned, and is another story in itself, however, it can be said that by resigning from the position he could rightly 
infer that he held the position to start with – this is the debatable part. It is of interest to note that all the publications 
of	 the	18th	century	assumed	that	Freemasonry	predated	the	Knights	Templar,	 for	example	Preston’s	 ‘Illustrations	of	
Freemasonry’	holds	this	position.

It is only in the middle of the 19th century that the fabled connection gains traction with the Grand Conclave’s (being 
the Grand Conclave of the modern Knight Templar Heredom and Kadosh degrees, which in themselves, were later 
associated	with	the	Royal	Order	of	Scotland	&	the	A&AR)	1843	statutes	stating:	“It is agreed by all hands, even the 
French, that the Templars joined the standard of Robert the Bruce, and fought in his cause, until the issue of the Battle 
of Bannockburn in 1314, securely placed him on the throne.” 

The	wording	herein	is	 interesting	in	that	the	Grand	Conclave	sought	to	prove	the	Knights	Templar	 joined	Robert	the	
Bruce	earlier	than	1314,	there	being	two	reasons	for	this;	firstly	to	distinguish	themselves	from	the	revived	Royal	Order	
of Scotland, with whom they have a shared traditional history, and secondly to predate themselves by a few years earlier 
than	said	Royal	Order.

At	this	time	there	is	also	a	rival	claim	of	descent	form	the	Knights	Templar	by	the	French	via	the	supposed	‘Charter	of	
Transmission of Larmenius’ a listing of the succeeding Grand Masters from Jacques de Molay to one Larmenius forward 
to	mid	18th	century	Frenchmen,	each	being	supposedly	attested	to	by	the	Grand	Masters	listed.

In 1844 the Grand Conclave of the Knights Templar intended to alter their rules, which till that time had insisted that a 
prospective member had to be a freemason, the proposed ruling being that this no longer be required because since 
they supposedly predated the masons then they ought not have to be a mason in order to become a Knight Templar. In 
would	only	be	a	short	step	from	that	position	to	insisting	that	in	order	for	one	to	become	a	freemason,	one	should	first	
be	a	Knight	Templar!	Fortunately	this	never	happened.	It	is,	however,	a	great	example	of	how	a	commonly	held	myth,	
or traditional history, soon becomes accepted as fact, without being questioned, purely on the grounds that ‘everyone 
knows’ we are descended from the Knights Templar.

Problems with the Myth

It is only after the publication of the ‘Origin of the Species’ in 1859 that more rigorous examination of historic information’s 
was	undertaken.	Firstly	we	need	to	take	into	account	of	the	fact	that	it	would	be	madness	for	a	Templar	fleet	to	journey	
to	Scotland	in	October,	October	is	known	in	North	West	France	as	‘Black	Month’	for	sea	voyages	(Oxbrow	&	Robertson	
P123) – it would make far more sense for the Templars to relocate to nearby Portugal where the Templars were still 
strong	and	out	of	reach	of	the	King	of	France	and	the	papal	forces	–	which	we	will	see	that	they	did.

A major hole in the traditional history is – what happened after the battle of Bannockburn in 1314 to the founding of 
modern	freemasonry	in	1598,	or	the	modern	Knights	Templar	in	1836.	A	gap	of	either	300	or	500	years!	The	first	written	
records	of	Scottish	Freemasonry	date	from	1599,	being	those	of	the	Lodge	of	Edinburgh	(Mary’s	Chapel)	#1,	these	and	
subsequent records show the members at this time to be illiterate or semi literate stone masons, and so are not a very 
likely repository of hidden knowledge for some 292 years.

Another	point	 to	consider	 is	 that	of	Robert	 the	Bruces	excommunication.	Although	Pope	Clement	V	 later	added	his	
sanction	to	the	mass	arrest	of	the	Templars	with	the	papal	bull	“Regnas	In	Coelis",	written	in	1308;	the	arrests	themselves	
were carried out under the orders of King Philip, a secular authority, who later used the Inquisition’s tools to garner 
confessions.	Being	secular	arrests,	Roberts	excommunication	is	irrelevant	to	the	question	as	to	whether	he	would	house	
the	fugitive	Knights	Templar.	The	letter	sent	by	King	Philip	went	to	all	the	Kings	of	Europe	including	Robert	the	Bruce,	
with the said letter being tabled at a sitting of the Scottish parliament in March 1309; the fact that the letter was tabled 
is history, but there is no mention of any reaction, either positive or negative, this silence speaking volumes. Had there 
been	a	‘resistance’	movement	it	is	reasonable	to	assume	that	mention	of	it	would	be	made	somewhere?	We	need	also	
to	note	that	it	was	Robert	the	Bruce	that	was	excommunicated	and	not	the	nation	of	Scotland	itself.

It has become accepted that a force of knights entered the battle of Bannockburn, common wisdom holding that 
these knights must be the fugitive Knights Templar. In response to this claim it is worth noting the contents of a near 
contemporary poem by a John Barbour written in approx 1372, called ‘The Bruce’. This poem maintains that this 
supposed force, rather than being the Knights Templar, were ‘small folk and carters’ numbering some 15,000. These 
persons	entered	 the	 fray	en	masse	shouting	 ‘kill,	kill,	kill’	sending	 the	English	packing.	Rather	 than	being	an	expert	
fighting	force	these	‘poor	folk’	were	left	to	the	side	on	the	hill	because	they	were	the	exact	opposite,	bring	poor	in	battle,	
they	had	limited	value	as	a	fighting	force.	However	they	were	scary	enough	a	spectacle	to	frighten	the	attacking	English.
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One	further	point	is	-	why	wait	until	1314	to	assist	Robert	the	Bruce?,	if	the	Knights	Templar	had	a	vested	interest	in	
supporting	Robert	 the	Bruce,	why	not	 intervene	earlier,	 some	 time	after	 1307?	There	were	 inconclusive	battles	 for	
Robert	in	1307	at	Loudon,	in	1308	at	Inverurie	and	at	Brander	in	1309;	surely	an	earlier	rout	of	the	English	would	have	
been	in	both’s	interest?	

The age of the Knights Templar force is also worth considering. The last battle the Knights Templar had was when they 
lost Acre to the Saracans in 1291. The youngest Knight Templar at that battle would have been say 20, by the time of 
the	Battle	of	Bannockburn	that	same	knight	would	be	43,	which	at	that	time	would	not	be	a	fighting	man	in	his	prime.

The	supposed	‘Templar’	graves	found	in	Scotland	have	turned	out	to	be	West	Highland	graves	(Oxbrow	&	Robertson	
P123), not Templar at all. 

Modern writers have been quick to jump on the bandwagon:

1. Andrew Sinclair, P46 says “a fresh force of horsemen appeared and routed the English…who recognised their foe, 
and probably their war banner, Beauseant”;

2. Knight & Lomas, P386 state “A Templar intervention, indeed seems to be the only possible explanation” 

And What Happened to the Portuguese Connection?

What	of	the	Knights	that	fled	to	Spain	to	form	King	Denis’s	‘Order	of	Christ’?	After	some	tooing	and	froing,	this	new	order	
received a papal sanctioning on March 14th, 1319. The new order expanded and gained great skills in seamanship. 
Amongst	its	members	was	the	famous	Prince	Henry	the	navigator,	who	successfully	invaded	North	Africa.	Following	the	
expulsion of the Muslims from Granada the order declined, having mixed fortunes until the year 1789 when the Queen 
Maria	secularized	the	order,	making	it	no	more	than	a	glorified	order	of	merit	for	the	Catholic	Church.	T

oday it is known as the ‘Supreme Order of Christ’, with membership being reserved for Christian heads of state who 
give evidence of spectacular service. The last time the award of merit was issued was in 1987, when the Order was 
presented	to	the	late	Fra	Angelo	de	Mojana,	the	77th	Grand	Master	of	the	Knights	of	Malta	to	commemorate	a	quarter	
century as Master of his order. There is presently no living Knights of Christ, since the last living member, Belgian 
King Baudin passed away on July 31st, 1993. Since it appears that the Church has no immediate plans to knight new 
members, it must be concluded that this particular thread of the Templar web is irrevocably broken, such is progress!

Conclusion

As	to	the	question	–	‘What	really	happened	to	the	Templar	Fleet	on	Friday	the	13th	October,	1307/’.	Well	you	tell	me!
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Rose Croix Education Pages
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Send Articles and 
Photo’s to the Editor

Over the next few months we will read more about the Structure and Ceremonies of the Ancient 
and	Accepted	Rite	for	New	Zealand	well	known	to	many	New	Zealand	Freemasons	as	the	Rose	
Croix.	Known	 in	 some	parts	 of	 the	world	 as	 the	Scottish	Rite,	 the	Ancient	 and	Accepted	Rite	
follows	 the	Christian	 teachings.	 	 It	 builds	 a	 superstructure	 on	 the	 firm	 base	 of	 the	 three	 craft	
degrees, and so provides a means whereby the earnest seeker after truth may receive further 
and deeper knowledge and understanding of the same great truths. This information is taken from 
the	1972	Book	A.	&	A.	R.	The	Intermediate	Degrees	very	kindly	made	available	by	R	Carson	33°.		

One	of	 the	events	 that	 is	of	 great	 interest	 to	a	new	Companion	 is	 the	 fact	 the	during	his	 first	
meeting,	he	ends	up	with	18	Degrees	that	are	either	simply	conferred	or	briefly	worked.	

The purpose of this series is to enlighten new Companions and others who may be interested in these steps to gain a 
better understanding of the symbolism of each of the 1st 17 Degrees.

More	information	is	available	on	the	Rose	Croix	website	which	can	be	found	here. 

INTRODUCTION

On August 27th, 1761, the Grand Lodge and Sovereign Council of the Sublime Princes of Masonry of the Grand East of 
France	granted	to	Stephen	Morin,	on	his	leaving	Bordeaux	for	the	West	Indies,	Letters	Patent	authorising	him	to	form	
and	establish	in	the	New	World	"	a	Lodge	to	receive	and	Multiply	the	Royal	Order	of	free	and	Accepted	Masons	in	all	
Degrees Perfect and Sublime ", and appointed him their Grand Inspector, with power to appoint Deputy Inspectors. The 
first	Deputy	Inspector		to	be	so	appointed	was	Henry		Andrew	Francken.•

During	 the	first	 few	years	 the	number	of	Degrees	comprising	 the	system	varied	considerably.	but	 in	1783	Francken	
issued	a	Manu		script	containing	the	Rituals	of	 twenty-two	:Degrees	from	the	4°	to	the	Sublime	Princes	of	 the	Royal	
Secret	25°,	which,	under	 the	Grand	Inspector	Morin,	was	then	the	Governing	Body	of	 the	Order.	This	Manuscript	 is	
preserved	in	the	Archives	of	the	Supreme	Council	33°	for	the	Northern	Masonic	Jurisdiction,	U.S.A.,	and	provides	the	
basis	for	the	Intermediate	Degrees	under	the	Supreme	Council	33°	for	England	and	Wales.

The	Order	being	of	French	origin.	the	three	Craft	Degrees	were	those	worked	in	French	Lodges.	These	differ	in	detail	
from those of any of the British Grand Lodges; Morin. however, accepted the Craft Degrees of any regular Jurisdiction 
as	adequate	qualification.	The	Supreme	Council	33°	adopts	a	similar	course,and	does	not	work	the	original	Degrees.

• Henry Andrew Francken was born in Holland circa 1720. In 1757 he settled in Jamaica and became a naturalised 
British Subject. He was employed as a Dutch-English Interpreter in the Vice-Admiralty Court, and subsequently was 
appointed Assistant Judge of the Court of Common Pleas in Port Royal for Kingston  and Port Royal.

He signed the 1783 MS. as "Prince of the Royal Secret, and Senior Deputy Grand Inspector  over all Lodges, Councils, 
Chapters, &c. over the two Hemispheres. In Kingston, Jamaica. In the year of Light, near the B.B. 7783." (i.e.  1783).
He died on May 30th, 1795, aged about 75 years.

 

mailto:northnewsnz%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.rosecroix.org.nz/index.php
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The	titles	by	which	the	first	eighteen	Degrees	were	known	in	1783	are	:

The CRAFT Lodge

1°	:	 Apprentice.
2°	:	 Companion.
3°	:	 Master.
 
The Lodge of PERFECTION 

4°	:	 Secret	Master.
5°	:	 Perfect	Master.
6°	:	 Intimate	Secretary	or	Perfect	Master	by	Curiosity	or	Perfect	English	Master.
7°	:	 Provost	and	Judge	or	Irish	Master.
8°	:	 Intendant	of	the	Buildings	or	Master	in	Israel	or	Ecossais	Master	of	the	J.J.J.
9°	:	 Master	Elect	of	Nine.
10°	:	 Illustrious	Elect	of	Fifteen.	11°	:	Sublime	Prince	Elect.
12°	:	 Grand	Master	Architect.	13°	:	Royal	Arch	(of	Enoch).
14°	:	 Perfection	or	Grand	Elect	Perfect	and	Sublime	Master.

Masonry  Renewed

15°	:	 Knight	of	the	East	or	Knight	of	the	Sword	or	the	Sword	Rectified	or	Knight	of	the	Eagle.
16°	:	 Prince	of	Jerusalem.
17°	:	 Knight	of	the	East	and	West		or	Knight	of	the	West.
18°	:	 (Six	titles	are	cited	by	Francken.)	Knight	of	the	Rose	Cross	or	Knight	of	the	Pelican	or	Knight	of	the	White			
 Eagle or Knight of St. Andrew or Herodim Masonry or Perfect Masons.

A	 single	 thread	 of	 Symbolism	 may	 be	 traced	 through	 the	 seventeen	 Degrees,	 but	 superficially	 they	 fall	 into	 five	
chronological groups :

1: The Craft Degrees. up to the time of the death of H. Ab.

ii:		 The	4°	to	8°.11°	and	12°	are	concerned	with	the	re-organ	isation	of	the	Work	rendered	necessary	by		 	
 the loss of the directing skill of H. Ab. Incidental with which is the pursuit, capture, and punishment of the   
	 three	Ruffians,	which	is	dealt	with	in	the	9°	and	I	0°.

iii:		 In	13°	and	14°	the	Master-Word	is	recovered	in	the	lowest	of	the	Nine	Vaults	beneath	the	Temple	of	Enoch.
 These Degrees mark the end of the Solomonic period; and, in the latter, the Candidate is not admitted until he  
	 has	proved	his	knowledge	of	every	Degree	from	the	1°	to	the	13°	.	Comprehensive	tests	of	this	type	are	found		
	 in	all	the	Great		Rites	at	the	critical	stage	of	passing	from	one	major	phase	to	the	next.

iv	 The	15°	and	16°	are	based	on	the	liberation	of	the	Jews	from	their	Captivity	in	Babylon,	the	restoration	of	the		
	 city	and	walls	of	Jerusalem,	and	the	beginning	of	the	building	of	the	second	Temple	in	the	time	of	Zerubbabel.

v	 The	17°	is	Apocalyptic,	and	may	be	regarded	as	a	prepar		ation	for	the	coming	of	the	Christ,	and	a	prophecy	of		
 His ultimate Triumph.

All	these	degrees	are	worked	from	time	to	time	by	office	of	the	Supreme	Council	33°	which	selects	and	elects	its	own	
membership.	Notices	are	sent	out	to	Chapter	secretaries	when	a	working	is	to	take	place	in	a	District.

This	Supreme	Council	is	composed	of	up	to	9	Members	of	the	33°,	supported	by	Inspectors	General	in	each	District	who	
manage and support the Chapters.

Next	month	we	will	see	how	some	of	these	degrees	are	integrated	into	the	total	pathway	to	33°

Click To Go To The Website

https://www.rosecroix.org.nz/index.php
https://www.rosecroix.org.nz/index.php
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Freemasonry And Some Other Articles of Interest in Old New Zealand Newspapers

Clicking the “Read More” button allows you to read more of the Original Article which may 
be longer than shown. You might have to scroll down to find It in the scan

AOTEAROA, OR THE MAORI RECORDER , VOLUME 1, ISSUE 2, 1 JANUARY 1862

SMOKING.	

“Tobacco,” says the Secretary of the British- Anti-Tobacco Society, “is' one of the main causes of the diseases, of humanity; it lies at 
the	foundation,	of	some	of	the	most	virulent	maladies	which	afflict	mankind;	it	has	an	especial	influence	on	the	brain,	and	is	one	of	
many causes of lunacy. The constituent properties of tobacco are highly poisonous and anti-vital. One of the characteristics of tobacco 
is its secret and unsuspected power of making inroads, on the physical and mental constitution; hence, dyspepsia, hypochondriasis, 
heart affections, paralysis, apoplexy, and lunacy.” We might quote other authorities, and dilate freely on this interesting topic, hut our 
space	reminds	us	that	the	present	article	must	he	limited.	May	we	not	hope,	however,	that	sufficient	has	been	advanced	to	engage	
the	serious	attention.-	of	the	New	Zealand	smokers,	and	though	their	name	he	legion,	the	honest	investigation	of	this	grave	question,	
will,	we	are	not	slow	to	predict,	lead	them;	to	discover	the	'costliness,	filthiness,	and;	banefulness	of	tobacco."

NEW ZEALAND TABLET, VOLUME I, ISSUE 16, 16 AUGUST 1873

STORMING	OF	THE	MASONIC	HALL.

A	very	sensational	proceeding	occurred	at	the	Dunedin	Masonic	Hall	early	on	the	evening	of	Friday,	8th	inst.	Mr	Hudson,	confectioner,	
purchased	the	property	from	the	mortgagee	on	the	26th	ult.,	for	£2.500,	and	on	the	8th,	finding	the	doors	open,	put	three	men	into	
possession	about	nine	o'clock	in	the	morning.	Peaceable	possession	was	held	unil	five	o'clock	in	the	evening,	when	a	number	of	
persons,	armed	with	crowbars	and	heavy	bludgeons	in	variety,	marched	up	to	the	building.	Finding	the	doors	barred	and	locked,	they	
commenced an onslaught on a large window on the west side, and an entry was thus effected, although many of the storming party 
were	cut	with	the	glass.	Resistance	was	made	by	those	within,	but	they	were	soon	overpowered	and	forcibly	ejected.	A	patrol	was	
then	appointed,	and	a	strict	watch	kept	on	the	premises	to	prevent	a	surprise.	No	further	disturbance	took	place,	Mr	Hudson	stating	it	
to be his intention to bring an action at law. A number of persons assembled opposite the hall, but remained neutral. The police were 
sent for, and provision thus made to present a recurrence of a similar scene. This description we take from the ' Daily Times.' The 
' Evening Star ' of a subsequent date hears that the justice of the peace and others concerned in the fracas at the Masonic Hall on 
Friday	afternoon,	will	be	called	upon	in	a	few	days	to	answer	an	information	charging	them	with	forcible	entry.

NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE AND WELLINGTON SPECTATOR, VOLUME I, ISSUE 24, 19 SEPTEMBER 1840

CONVICT	COLONIZATION	OF	NEW	ZEALAND	BY	FRANCE.

The	inexplicable	proceedings	of	the	government	with	respect	to	the	colonization	of	New	Zealand	have	had	even	a	worse	result	than	
those	anticipated	who	foresaw	much	of	their	evil	tendency.	An	expedition	has	sailed	from	Rochfort	for	the	purpose	of	forming	a	French	
colony	in	New	Zealand	;	and	riot	only	a	French	colony	in	what	was	deemed	and	treated	as	a	"dependency	of	the	territory	of	New	
South Wales," and therefore part of the British dominions, but a penal colony in the neighbourhood of the spot where the body of the 
Queen's subjects who emigrated last year are probably by this time established.

Our information on the subject is too precise and authentic to admit of doubt. It appears that immediately after the publication of a 
certain	Treasury	Mimite,	bearing	date	19th	July,	1839,	whereby	the	sovereignty	of	the	British	Crown	in	New	Zealand	was	repudiated,	
the	public	press	of	France	abounded	in	calls	upon	the	government	of	that	country	to	imitate	our	own	by	endeavouring	to	obtain	a	
cession	of	territory	and	sovereign	rights	from	the	native	chiefs;	that	to	these	calls	the	government	of	France	gave	a	ready	ear,	while	
our own was throwing every possible obstacle in the way of the British subjects then about to emigrate ; that a company has been 
formed	at	Havre	for	the	purpose	of	colonizing	New	Zealand,	and	has	obtained	from	the	government	a	grant	of	money,	a	number	
of	men	picked	from	the	royal	navy,	and	a	commission	to	reserve	as	the	site	OF	A	PENAL	SETTLEMENT	A	FIFTH	OF	ANY	LANDS	
which they shall obtain. One ship belonging to this company has already sailed; and it is said that others will follow presently. Their 
destination is Bank's Peninsula in 'the South Island, where it is alleged that a Captain Langlois, one of the company, is the proprietor 
of	a	considerable	territory	purchased	from	the	natives.	We	learn	finally,	that	her	Majesty's	ministers	have	been	for	some	time	aware	
of these facts, but have taken no steps in consequence.

NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE AND WELLINGTON SPECTATOR, ISSUE 42, 30 JANUARY 1841

CELEBRATION	OF	THE	ARRIVAL	OF	THE	FIRST	SETTLERS.

As	 we	 announced	 in	 our	 last,	 the	 two	 fetes	 to	 celebrate	 the	 arrival	 of	 the	 first	 settlers	 in	 Port	 Nicholson,	 were	 postponed,	 in	
consequence	of	 the	state	of	 .the	weather	 ;	but	 in	defiance	of	bad	weather	 the	ball	 at	Barrett's	 still	 took	place,	was	numerously	
attended,	and	gave	general	satisfaction.	Saturday	proving	a	fine	day,	the	"	select"	rowing	match	came	off.	Four	boats	entered	;	but	
same misunderstanding having arisen in the second boat, she gave up before half the distance had been performed, and the interest 
of	the	race	was	thereby	considerably	lessened.	"	Black	Nose,	"	belonging	to	Dr.	Relph,	was	the	winner.	

An accident occurring to Mr. Duppa's boat, the sailing match did not come off. The " popular " fete took place on 
Monday, at Te Aro, head of the bay.

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NZGWS18400919.2.8
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NZGWS18410130.2.8
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Smart Phones
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Famous Freemasons is now completed. Click Here To Review the List 
Printing a Web Page

Have you ever tried to print a web page and become somewhat frustrated at the changes between the printed copy 
and	how	it	looks	on	the	screen?	Here	is	a	simple	way	the	usually	gets	around	that	problem.

Anywhere on the webpage click the right mouse button. This will bring up a little window with the print command in it.

Click on the word Print and you will see this window appear on your screen

Note	that	you	will	get	a	PDF	file	with	4	pages	in	it.	Now	click	Save.	You	will	now	see	the	usual	“Save	As”	dialogue	box.	
Best	place	to	save	it	to	is	your	Desktop	so	you	don’t	have	to	hunt	to	find	it	later.	You	can	always	move	it	to	another	
folder once you have completed the printing.

Another	windows	appear	asking	you	to	name	and	save	the	file	you	are	about	to	create.

http://www.lodgestpatrick.co.nz/famous.php
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Give	the	file	a	meaningful	name	such	as	the	one	shown	here.	 
 
Click Save.

The	dialogue	box	will	now	close	and	you	can	go	to	your	Desktop	and	find	the	file	which	will	be	shown	as	an	Adobe	
PDF	file.	To	read	it	you	will	need	Adobe	Reader	(Free)	which	is	probably	already	on	your	computer.	If	not	you	can	
download and install it from here. 

Here	is	a	typical	desktop	icon	for	the	file	you	have	just	created.

Double	click	on	it	to	open	the	file	and	then	use	the	print	file	icon	or	click	on	the	File	Menu	and	choose	Print	from	that.

 

https://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/acrobat/pdf-reader.html
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Some Historic New Zealand Transport Options

Beer Tanker at Greymouth c 1968

S.S.	Aotea,	on	the	Northern	Wairoa	River	about	1898

Early Vehicle Accident c 1930 - Train hits Car in Southland Tram exiting the Haitaitai Tunnel in Wellington

Mt Cook Airlines DC 3 and Bus at Mt Cook RM	Class	(Fiat)	Railcar.	1955	-	1978

Hawkes	Bay	Motor	Company	Bus	-	Napier	to	Taupo TEV Maori - Wellington to Lyttellton 1952 - 1974
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Trivial Pursuits Questions for February. 

1.	Who	wrote	the	Opera	Madam	Butterfly	
2. What links - Goa - Kerula - Assam - Bihar 
3. Eric Arthur Blaire was the real name of which author 
4.	Names	-	Baker	Cook	obvious	what	did	Cordwainer	do	
5. Which country do Sinologists study 
6.	Rudy	Stevens	became	famous	under	which	name	
7. Which non alcoholic cordial is made from pomegranates 
8. What is Orchesis - either professional or amateur 
9. Taken literally what should you see in a Hippodrome
10. Who wrote the Man in the Iron Mask 
11.	Which	1993	Disney	film	starred	Bet	Middler	as	a	witch	
12.	Who	piloted	the	first	flight	across	the	English	channel	
13.	What	was	the	first	James	Bond	film	
14.	What	1991	film	won	best	film,	actor,	actress,	director	Oscars	
15. What was the capital of Ethiopia
16.	Aescapalious	emblem	staff	snake	Greek	Roman	god	of	what	
17. Giacomo Agostini - 122 Grand Prix 15 world titles what sport 
18. What is the largest state in the USA 
19. Led Deighton trilogy Game Set Match What 3 Capitals 
20. Alan Stuart Konigsberg famous as who 
21.	Which	human	rights	organisation	founded	1961	got	Nobel	1977	
22.	Whose	autobiography	was	The	long	walk	to	Freedom	
23. What was discovered in 1922 by Howard Carter 
24. Clyde Tonbaugh discovered what planet in 1930 
25. Who won the women's heptathlon at Seoul in 1988 
26.	Who	wrote	Northanger	Abbey	
27. Who ran through the streets naked crying Eureka 
28. Who composed the Brandeberg concertos full names 
29. Who won the World Series in 1987 
30. What is the correct term of address to the Pope 
31. In which city was Alexander Graham Bell born in 1847 
32.	Who	composed	the	ballets	Sleeping	Beauty	and	The	Nutcracker	
33. AG Bell opened school in Boston in 1872 for Teachers of what 
34. Benjamin Kubelsky 1894 fame as what comedian 
35. In the Old Testament what book comes between Obadiah - Micah 
36.	Robin	Williams	dressed	in	drag	for	which	1993	film	
37. Which chess piece could be a member of the church 
38. Which German word means lightning war used in WW2 
39. Broccoli belongs to what family of plants 
40.	Who	designed	the	first	Iron	ship	the	Great	Britain	in	1845	
41. Whose boat Bluebird was recently raised from Coniston water 
42. in 1951 which (of two) car companies introduced power steering 
43. Who wrote Catch 22 (both names) 
44.	Which	country	set	up	the	world’s	first	chemistry	lab	in	1650	
45.	What	links	the	names	Botvinik,	Tal,	Karpov,	Fischer
46.	What	is	the	national	flower	of	Japan	
47.	Bombardier	Billy	Wells	was	seen	on	many	Rank	films	-	why
48.	Where	in	France	do	claret	wines	come	from	
49.	What	did	mathematician	John	Napier	invent	in	1614	
50.	What	was	the	world’s	first	high	level	programming	language	1957	
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NO 1 DISTRICT PEOPLE CONTACT INFORMATION AS AT 01 February 2019

Role Name Phone Mobile E-mail
District Grand Master Kevin Burch (09) 438 9023 021 528 860 kjburch102@gmail.com
Director Of Ceremonies Trevor Hall 027 471 1665 trev@orcon.net.nz
Grand Steward Hugh Chamberlain (09) 437 0411 021 263 6935 skey@xtra.co.nz
Grand Steward Roy	Scahill (09) 406 7635 021 625 274 scahillr@xtra.co.nz
Education Advisor John MacDonald (09) 439 4790 028 258 85111 john@merlin.net.nz
Property & Heritage Bryan Wiig (09) 437 2840 021 105 6857 wiigy1@orcon.net.nz

Northland Lodges, Royal Arch Chapters and Higher Degrees,

The Hokianga Lodge No. 69

Master: David Kearns Secretary Garth Coulter
Address: PO Box 86

Rawene	0443
Address PO Box 79

Rawene	0443
E-mail: daveandlk66@gmail.com E-mail karlandgwen@outlook.com
Phone: (09) 405 7595 Phone (09) 405 8246
Mobile: Mobile :

The Mangonui Lodge No. 78

Master : Roy	Scahill Secretary : Bob Vartan
Address : 100 Virtue Crescent 

Tokerau Beach  
RD	3		Kaitaia	0483

Address : 7/7	Freyja	Crescent,	
Coopers Beach, 
Mangonui 0420

E-mail : scahillr@xtra.co.nz E-mail : arjayvee@xtra.co.nz
Phone : (09) 406 7635 Phone : (09) 406 1239
Mobile : 021 625 274 Mobile : 021 155 8540

Lodge Whangarei No. 102

Master : Tim Telfer Secretary : Graeme Whiteman
Address : 444	Marua	Road.	

RD	1	
Hikurangi 0181

Address : Townhouse 59 
Jane Mander Village. Kamo 
Whangarei 0110

E-mail : ttelfer@gmail.com E-mail : kamoagain@gmail.com
Phone : (09) 433 7605 Phone : (09) 435 6499
Mobile : 021 217 0223 Mobile : 027 435 6358

The Kaikohe Ohaeawai Lodge No. 101

Master : John Anderson Secretary : Robert	Goodhue
Address : 4002 SH10

Kaeo 0478
Address : 66 Albert Street

Kawakawa 0210
E-mail : anderwood4002@yahoo.co.nz E-mail : kawakawaclockcompany@gmail.com
Phone : (09) 405 1248 Phone :
Mobile : 021 100 7367 Mobile : 021 125 2754
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Lodge Hikurangi No. 140

Master: Ivan Berryman Secretary: Hilton Cook
Address: Worsnop	Road		

RD	6		
Whangarei 0176

Address: 54 Te Paka Crescent
Kamo 
Whangarei  0112  

E-mail: eiberryman@xtra.co.nz E-mail: hikalodge@gmail.com
Phone: (09) 433 5847 Phone: (09) 435 0169
Mobile: Mobile:

Wellsford Marsden Lodge No. 169

Master: John MacDonald Secretary: Graham	Rogerson
Address: Unit 11

224	Maunu	Road
Whangarei 0110

Address: Unit 6
5	Waiatawa	Road,	Tikipunga
Whangarei 0112

E-mail: john@merlin.net.nz E-mail: edh7514@gmail.com
Phone: (09) 439 4790 Phone: (09) 437 1598
Mobile: 028 258 85111 Mobile: 021 308 069

Lodge Kororareka No. 304

Master : Robert	Goodhue Secretary : Alastair Mitchell
Address : 66 Albert Street

Kawakawa 0210
Address : 1 Gould Street 

Russell	0202
E-mail : kawakawaclockcompany@gmail.com E-mail : alastair@riskandinsurance.co.nz
Phone : Phone : (09) 403 7530

Mobile : 021 125 2754 Mobile : 021 022 34264

Lodge Parahaki No. 269

Master : Shane Stratton Secretary : Robert	Goodhue
Address : 286	Puhipuhi	Road

Whakapara
Hikurangi 0182

Address : 66 Albert Street
Kawakawa 0210

E-mail : shane@sbsurveyors.co.nz  E-mail : kawakawaclockcompany@gmail.com
Phone : (09) 433 9937 Phone :
Mobile : 027 439 0092 Mobile : 021 125 2754

Lodge Kerikeri No. 402

Master : Gary Best Secretary : Robert	Bubendorfer
Address : 140A	Kerikeri	Inlet	Road

Kerikeri 0230
Address : 344A	Kerikeri	Road	

Kerikeri 0230
E-mail : metalgary82@hotmail.com E-mail : bob@bubendorfer.net.nz
Phone : (09) 407 9122 Phone : (09) 407 1156
Mobile : 022 436 5764 Mobile : 022 631 0701
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Lodge Hatea No. 431

Master: Hugh Chamberlain Secretary Kevin Peachey
Address: 142	One	Tree	Point	Road

One Tree Point 
Whangarei

Address : 17 E Albert Street
Whangarei 0110

E-mail: skey@xtra.co.nz E-mail : kevinmp1049@gmail.com
Phone: (09) 437 0411 Phone : (09) 435 2916
Mobile: Mobile: 021 758 822

Okara Daylight Lodge No. 461

Master: Graeme Bell Secretary: John	Farley
Address: 2049	Ngunguru	Road

RD	3	
Whangarei

Address: 163 Church Street 
Onerahi
Whangarei  0110

E-mail: bellmain@xtra.co.nz E-mail: cathjohnf@xtra.co.nz
Phone: (09) 434 3898 Phone: (09) 436 0806
Mobile: Mobile: 027 636 0806

Hokianga Royal Arch Chapter No 71

1st 
Principal

Ralph	Barber Scribe E : Wayne Maday

Address : 15B Daroux Drive
RD	2
Kerikeri 0295

Address :

E-mail : ralphbarber6@gmail.com E-mail : wmaday@kinect.co.nz
Phone : (09) 401 6413 Phone : (09) 407 8761

Whangarei Royal Arch Chapter No 27

1st 
Principal

Vince Cocurullo Scribe E : Dennis Turner

Address : 40	Otaika	Rd
Woodhill
Whangarei 0110

Address : T.B.A

E-mail : vince@cocurullo.co.nz E-mail : lpgfalcon@icloud.com
Phone : (09) 438 8834 Phone :  (09) 438-8268
Mobile : Mobile :

Kaipara Mahurangi Royal Arch Chapter No 80

1st 
Principal

Stan Kerr Scribe E : Dave Starr

Address : 22	Norfolk	Street	
Reotahi	R	D	4	
Whangarei 0174

Address : P O Box 54  
Warkworth.  0941

E-mail : stansvan@xtra.co.nz E-mail : starrdust@xtra.co.nz
Phone : (09) 434 0024 Phone : (09) 425 5664
Mobile : 027 268 8144 Mobile :
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Bay of Islands Cryptic Council No 65

T.I.M.: Graham Morris Recorder: Mark	Norgate
Address: Address :
E-mail: graym@snap.net.nz E-mail : mhnorgate@clear.net.nz
Phone: (09) 435-113 Phone : (09) 435-4027
Mobile: Mobile:

Mahurangi Cryptic Council No 80

T.I.M.: Peter Copeman Recorder: Dave Starr
Address: Address: P O Box 54  

Warkworth.  0941
E-mail: E-mail: starrdust@xtra.co.nz
Phone: (09) 432-7663 Phone: (09) 425 5664
Mobile: Mobile:

Knights Templar - Kaitaia Preceptory No. 17

Preceptor: Brian Mulcahy Secretary: Garry Larsen
Address : Address : 5A Melody Lane, 

Kaitaia 0410
E-mail : E-mail : glars@slingshot.co.nz
Phone : (09)-408-1456 Phone : (09) 408-2309
Mobile : Mobile :

Whangarei Rose Croix Chapter No. 45

M.E.S: Vince Cocurullo Secretary: Steve Shervell
Address : 40	Otaika	Rd

Woodhill
Whangarei 0110

Address : 3 Koromiko Lane
R	D	5
Whangarei 0110

E-mail : info@cocurullo.co.nz E-mail : steve.shervell@hotmail.com
Phone : (09) 438-883 Phone : (09) 459-5932
Mobile : 021 438 952 Mobile : 027 479 1333

Order of the Secret Monitor

Supreme 
Ruler

Lindsay Stichbury Secretary: Pat Severinsen

Address : 58A	Garbolino	Road
RD	5	
Wellsford 0975

Address : 4B Braintree Street
Kamo 
Whangarei 0112

E-mail : cls-2008@vodafone.co.nz E-mail : pladseve@xnet.co.nz
Phone : (09) 431 5544 Phone : (09) 435 1008
Mobile : 025 304 200 Mobile :


